EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO
MAKE YOUR
VERY OWN
Authentic Russian!

EASTER BUNNY
NESTING EGG

Three Options for Artistry,
depending on age and skill level:

* Apply Provided Shortcut Stickers for Easy Crafting and Quick Pro
Look; paint backgrounds only.
* Test Your Skills by 100% Painting the Outlined Template (skip
stickers).
* Unleash Your Talent and Design an Original Egg, Painting Over
Template.

Kit Includes:
• Wooden 5-Nest Authentic Russian Egg with Outlined Template for Easy Crafting.
• Shortcut Stickers for Most Demanding Elements
• 6-Color Acrylic Paint Set (non- toxic, easy clean- up)
• 2 Brushes: Small One for Details;
Big One for Backgrounds
• Step-By-Step Photo
Instructions Complete with Tips
from Russian Artists

WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD

Small Parts
Not for children under 3 yrs.

A Great Family Project;
adult supervision required.

For ages 4+. The paints in this kit are non-toxic, and conform to ASTM D4236.

To Start: Paint the backgrounds. Align each egg properly and shut tightly, as
top and bottom will be painted as one unit and opened only at the end. Pick
the color scheme of your choice. Plan to use all the colors so as not to run out
of any one. Mix the colors to obtain desired tones.
Hold the bottom of the egg and paint
their upper parts. Let them dry.

Hold the tops and paint the bottoms.

Now the fun part: Applying
the stickers! Find the proper
stickers to match the outlines
on the egg. Gingerly peel off the
sticker.

Position it tentatively over the corresponding outline, not pressing hard until you’re
sure no outline remains visible. Reposition
the sticker as needed to get it just right. To
avoid wrinkles, press first the center of the
sticker, then gently rub out to the
edges with your
thumb, smoothing as you go.

You may use a hair
dryer to make the
stickers softer.

Finishing touches… Make
sure the backgrounds are
completely dry. Paint the
legs of the rabbit and decorate the birds with handpainted feathers.

To open the eggs you must first
cut the stickers at the seam.
Squeeze the egg, crack open the
back. Then have a trustworthy
adult insert a razor or box cutter
in the split while rotating the
egg so that the stickers are cut
cleanly.

Congratulations!!! You are a budding artist!
Next try one of Golden Cockerel’s
DIY nesting doll kits.

